Are locations or colors more effective cues in biasing attention? We addressed this question with a visual search task that featured an associative priming manipulation. The observers indicated which target appeared in a search array. Unknown to them, one target appeared at the same location more often and a second target appeared in the same color more often. Both location and color biases facilitated performance, but location biases benefited the selection of all targets, whereas color biases only benefited the associated target letter. The generalized benefit of location biases suggests that locations are more effective cues to attention.
Introduction
Visual attention is the act of selecting one (or a few) object(s) in the scene for further processing. This ability relies on many cortical and subcortical regions of the brain to be carried out effectively (reviewed in Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Kanwisher & Wojciulik, 2000) . These brain areas are members of two distinct, but interacting networks (reviewed in Milner & Goodale, 2006) : the dorsal visual pathway, which registers the spatial location of objects and uses this information to guide action, and the ventral visual pathway, which processes the physical characteristics of an object -its shape, color, etc. -and cares less about its location.
Owing to the consistent recruitment of both networks, researchers have debated whether the space-based mechanisms of the dorsal visual pathway or the feature-and object-based mechanisms of the ventral visual pathway exert a greater role in selective attention, with some researchers focusing on the role of the dorsal pathway and others focusing on the role of the ventral pathway (e.g., Colby & Goldberg, 1999; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Luck, 1999; Vidyasagar, 1999) . This debate is a continuation of a much older dispute in the psychological literature of attention -are locations or features more effective cues (e.g., Driver & Baylis, 1989 Duncan, 1981 Duncan, , 1984 Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Tsal & Lamy, 2000; Tsal & Lavie, 1988 , 1993 van der Heijden, 1993 )?
At present, no consensus has been reached. One contributing factor to this dilemma is that the explosion of information surrounding the topic of attention mitigates the need for an active debate: researchers are able to focus on one facet of selective attention (e.g., role of location) without considering others (e.g., role of features). In accordance with this notion, many review articles have been published, which focus upon the role of locations or features in visual selection (e.g., Fecteau & Munoz, 2006; Goldberg, Bisley, Powell, & Gottlieb, 2005; Gottlieb, 2007; Husain & Nachev, 2007; Luck, 1999; Maunsell & Treue, 2006) .
Albeit an understandable consequence of a burgeoning literature, restricting our focus has unfortunate ramifications because important information is garnered when comparing these different sources of influence. Indeed, understanding the similarities and differences in how locations and features bias selective attention may provide us with a basic understanding of how selective attention is manifest in the brain (Tsal & Lavie, 1993 )! Despite the potential of this approach, comparatively fewer investigations have used it and, of those that have, no clear consensus has emerged: some studies show that locations are more influential (e.g., Tsal & Lamy, 2000; Tsal & Lavie, 1988 , 1993 , others show that features dominate selection (e.g., Driver & Baylis, 1989; van der Heijden et al., 1996) , and yet others show that the distinction is more subtle, with both locations and features yielding similar benefits, but with locations producing an influence sooner (Liu, Stevens, & Carrasco, 2007) .
Our approach to this debate is unique when compared to previous investigations: in addition to exploring whether locations or features (color, in our case) are more influential in biasing attention, we explored how this influence is generated. We used statistical learning to accomplish these ends (see Perruchet & Pacton, 2006) . Statistical learning reli-ably affects visual selective attention: making the target's location, color, or context more probable facilitates the speed with which a target can be detected or identified (e.g., Chun & Jiang, 1998; Geng & Behrmann, 2002 Hoffmann & Kunde, 1999; reviewed in Chun, 2000; Chun & Nakayama, 2000; Shore & Klein, 2000) . Importantly, these consequences of statistical biases on selective attention are implicit in nature: the observers are, often, unaware that these probability manipulations have occurred and when they are aware of the statistical biases, this knowledge has little to no consequence (e.g., Chun & Nakayama, 2000; Geng & Behrmann, 2002 Hillstrom, 2000; Maljkovic & Nakayama, 2000) . Whether consciously accessible or not, these memory traces have a profound impact on selective attention by encouraging the observer to attend to features in the scene (or the context of the scene itself) that were relevant before (Chun & Nakayama, 2000; Fecteau, 2007) .
In previous studies, these consequences of statistical regularity have been shown in separate experiments. In this study, we contrasted the efficacy of location-and feature-based biases in the same experiment through an associative priming manipulation. The observers performed a visual search task, in which they indicated which of four possible target letters (E, U, S, H) appeared during the trial. The target was imbedded in a circular array containing five distractor letters. Unknown to the observers, one of the four target letters appeared at the same location 75% of the time and another appeared in the same color 75% of the time. We chose to bias locations and colors because both sources of information originate early in visual processing and both sources of information are effective cues in directing selective attention. We did not inform the observers of these manipulations because statistical biases do not require conscious awareness (Chun & Jiang, 1998; Geng & Behrmann, 2002 -one feature of this method that assures that the observers did not select targets based on color information or location information preferentially.
Our associative priming manipulation allows the direct comparison of search performance for a biased target letter (either color or location) to be contrasted to search performance for a non-biased target letter. This design allows three issues to be addressed in the data set. First, is there a general benefit for search targets that appear at a biased location or in a biased color compared to a nonbiased search target? Second, if a benefit for location and/or color biasing is obtained, is there a difference in the overall benefit of one source of biasing (e.g., location) over the other (e.g., color)? Third, if a benefit for location and/or color biases is obtained, do these benefits generalize to other search targets in the scene and, if so, what do such incidental effects reveal about how location and color biases exert their influence?
2. Experiment 1: generality of locations and specificity of colors
Methods
All experiments in this study obtained ethical approval through the Psychonomic Ethics Commission at the University of Amsterdam. Eleven university students participated in this experiment for course credit or monetary compensation. All were naïve to the purposes of the experiment. The observers were comfortably seated in front of a 19-in. computer monitor that was located 57 cm away, while their head position was maintained with a chin rest.
Each trial began with the presentation of a fixation marker for 800 ms, then the search array followed. Every search array contained six letters (Fig. 1A) : one letter was the target, which was randomly selected from a pre-defined set of four target letters (E, U, H, and S; Fig. 1B) , and the remaining five letters were distractors, randomly selected from a set of seven potential distractor letters (A, F, B, L, C, O, or P). Each letter subtended 2°in the vertical dimension and 1.5°in the horizontal dimension.
Every letter in the search array was printed in a unique color, against a medium gray background (Fig. 1A) . The six colors 1 used in the study were red, green, blue, yellow, cyan and magenta. Each color was printed using its maximal RGB values. We made no attempt to equate the luminance of the colors used in this experiment, nor do we think this tactic is necessary because it is impossible to equate the relative salience of each location for reading biases that are evidenced in such displays 2 . The search stimuli consistently appeared at the same six locations; which were centered 5°from the central fixation marker. On any given trial, any target or distractor letter could appear at any location or in any color, but not at chance frequencies, necessarily (see more below). Moreover, no correlation existed between color and location -any color could appear at any location. The search array stayed in view until the observers generated a key-press or 6000 ms had elapsed.
The observers' task was to decide whether the target letter, appearing in a search array, was a consonant (H, S) or a vowel (E, 1 For interpretation of color in Figs. 1-5, the reader is referred to the web version of this article. 2 As one reviewer noted, one consequence of not equating the luminance of the colors is that we may have created a bias for the relative luminance of the biased color rather than a bias for the color itself. We cannot discount this possibility.
U). The 'z' and '/' keys served this purpose and the mapping of the responses to the keys was counterbalanced across observers. Visual feedback was provided at the end of the trial. The observers were instructed to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible. Statistical learning (or biasing) was accomplished by manipulating the likelihood that a particular target letter would appear in a particular color or at a particular location. An example of how such manipulations could have occurred is illustrated in Fig. 1C . A single target letter appeared on each trial, randomly chosen from a pool of four possible target letters; thus, the likelihood of seeing a particular target letter was 25%. In Experiment 1, one of these four target letters was more likely to appear in a particular color and a second target letter was more likely to appear at a particular location (Fig. 1C) . The color-biased target appeared in the same color on 75% of the trials, and it appeared in any other color on the remaining 25% of trials. The location-biased target appeared in the same location on 75% of the trials, and it appeared at any other location on the remaining 25% trials. Thus, the likelihood of a trial that featured one of the biased target letters, as it displayed its biased characteristics was 18.8%. Since two targets were biased, the likelihood of observing any biased target letter, displaying its biased characteristics was 37.6%. The colors and locations that were biased, as well as the target letters being biased, were chosen randomly for each observer. The two remaining target letters were not biased (no-bias or unbiased targets; Fig. 1C ) and appeared in any color or at any location at frequencies expected by random selection. The participants were not informed of these statistical manipulations and, even upon completion of the experiment, were unaware that these manipulations had occurred.
In Experiment 1, the random selection procedure that we implemented to select the biased color and biased location for each participant yielded a suboptimal outcome -insofar that the distributions of color and location biases were uneven. All colors and all locations served as the biased feature for at least one participant. For color biasing, cyan, green, and yellow served as the biased colors for a single observer each, red and magenta served as the biased colors for two observers each, and blue was selected as the biased color for three observers. For location biasing, locations 4, 5, and 6 (corresponding to the bottom and left sides of the display; location 1 is the top position) each served as the biased locations for a single observer, locations 1 and 3 each served as the biased locations for two observers, and location 3 served as the biased location for three observers. Despite this imperfect counterbalancing scheme, we do not believe that this weakness impedes the main interpretations of our results because we implemented better counterbalancing measures in Experiments 2 and 3 and we obtained similar results.
Each participant contributed a total of 1152 trials, which were divided into 18 blocks of 64 trials. The observers were encouraged to take breaks in between the blocks. No practice was given. The entire experiment required approximately 1.5 h to complete.
Data handling and analyses
The data from one subject was lost owing to a technical error. For the remaining observers, responses that were generated in less than 350 ms or more than 2000 ms were removed from the data set, accounting for less than 5% of the data.
Mean correct reaction time and accuracy data were subjected to two analyses. First, repeated measures analysis of variance (ANO-VA) tested whether any differences were obtained across biasing conditions (location bias, color bias, vs. no bias): an alpha of 0.05 marked significance. The partial eta-squared (g 2 p ) value for each comparison is reported as a measure of effect size.
Incidental biasing effects were tested by separating and contrasting the different trial conditions further. To make the distinction across these conditions salient, we provide examples of trials that fall into each category based on the initial example provided in Fig. 1C . Trials were separated into the following categories. (1) Pure biasing trials: trials in which the color-biased target letter appeared in its more probable color (Fig. 1D , top row, left side) or the location-biased target letter appeared at its more probable location (Fig. 1D , second row from top, left side). (2) Pure non-biased trials: trials in which the non-biased target letter did not appear in the biased color or at the biased location ( Fig. 1D ; third and bottom rows, left side). (3) Incidental biasing trials: trials in which the target letter possessed one of the biased characteristics, at a frequency expected by chance selection. Different forms of incidental biasing occurred during the study: the color-biased target appearing at the biased location (Fig. 1D , top row, right side), the location-biased target appearing in the biased color (Fig. 1D , second row, right side), or non-biased target letters that appeared in the biased color (Fig. 1D , third row, right side) or at the biased location (Fig. 1D , bottom row, right side). For these analyses, an alpha of 0.05 marked significance. All pair-wise comparisons were contrasted to the F-distribution and a pooled error term was used when a significant main effect or interaction was not obtained. The partial eta-squared (g 2 p ) value for each comparison is reported also. In general, the observers performed this task very well, with the average performance being over 95% correct. Full analyses of the accuracy data revealed few differences across conditions, and when differences were obtained, all followed the same pattern as the reaction time data (no evidence of speed accuracy trade-offs), accordingly, we only report the statistical analyses of the reaction time data. The proportion accurate for each condition is listed within its corresponding bar in Fig. 2 through 4. Fig. 2A shows the main differences across the priming conditions in this analysis. The color bias condition features the data originating from all trials in which the color-biased target letter was presented in its biased color, the location bias condition features the data originating from all trials in which the locationbiased target letter was presented at its biased location, and the non-bias condition features the data originating from all trials in which the remaining two target letters were presented. A significant difference was obtained across conditions (location, color, no biases), F(2, 18) = 7.2, p < .05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:21), which originated from a 140 ms benefit for location-biased targets (right), F(1, 9) = 12.1, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:30), and a 108 ms benefit for color-biased targets (middle), F(1, 9) = 12.8, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:16), compared to the nobias condition (left). Location and color biases facilitated the report of the target in an equivalent fashion,
Results and discussion
One feature of our experimental design is that the statistical manipulations of location and color biases were imperfect, insofar that non-biased target letters appeared in the biased color or at the biased location at a rate expected by chance. Moreover, on occasion, a letter biased in one feature (e.g., color) also possessed the other biased feature (location). In Fig. 2B , the data are redrawn to illustrate the consequences of such incidental effects. The data are the same as represented in Fig. 2A , except the 'color', 'location', and 'non-biased' conditions were further subdivided to reveal the consequences of incidental color and incidental location biases.
Consider first the consequences of biasing a target's location (highlighted in yellow in Fig. 2B ; see also Fig. 1D for an example). Represented under the label 'biased target letters', and the second label 'location', are the data for the location-biased targets shown in solid yellow outline (values represent only those trials in which the target letter appeared at the biased location). The leftward bin, with a white center, represents the data for pure location biases.
The rightward bin, with a transparent blue center, represents the data originating from the trials in which the location-biased target letter also featured the biased color. The final data point that requires consideration is represented under the label 'unbiased target letters', and features a yellow translucent center. This data point corresponds to the data originating from trials, in which a non-biased target letter appeared at the biased location. There are two noteworthy features of these three data points. First, reaction times were facilitated in all instances, in which a target letter appeared at the biased location compared to the no bias condition, [pure location vs. no bias, F(1, 9) = 8.85, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:29), location bias with incidental color vs. no bias, F(1, 9) = 9.3, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:33), incidental location vs. no bias, F(1, 9) = 11.7, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:14)]. This outcome can be directly viewed by contrasting any of the location bias conditions (highlighted in yellow) with the unbiased condition (gray stripe with dashed line at the top of the graph; dashed line represents mean, gray region represents ±1 standard error of the mean). Second, no differences among location-biased targets existed when the three forms of location biasing were directly contrasted (pure location bias, location bias plus incidental color bias, incidental location bias), F = (2, 18) = 2.3, p > 0.1 (g 2 p ¼ 0:06). Taken together, these findings suggest that location biases generate a general benefit by facilitating the processing of any target letter that happens to appear at the biased location.
Now consider the consequences of biasing a target's color; highlighted in blue in Fig. 2B . Represented under the labels 'biased target letters' and 'color' are the data represented in solid blue outline. The organization of the data is the same as described above, except the color-biased data are represented in blue. The leftward bin, with a white center, represents the data for pure color biases. The rightward bin, with a transparent yellow center, represents the data originating from the trials in which the color-biased target letter also appeared at the biased location. The final data point that requires consideration is represented under the label 'unbiased target letters', and features a blue translucent center. This data point corresponds to the data originating from trials, in which an unbiased target letter appeared in the biased color. There are two noteworthy features of these three data points. First, reaction times were not facilitated in all instances, in which a target letter appeared in the biased color. The target letter that was biased in color was identified faster than unbiased targets (gray stripe in Fig. 2B ), this outcome was true for pure color biases and when the colorbiased target also appeared at the biased location [pure color vs. no bias, F(1, 9) = 8.6, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:12), color-biased target featuring incidental location bias vs. no-bias targets, F(1, 9) = 8.9, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:42)]. Importantly, however, no incidental benefit was obtained when an unbiased target letter incidentally appeared in the biased color, F(1, 9) = 1.4, p > 0.1 (g 2 p ¼ 0:02). As one might expect from this outcome, the three forms of color biasing were not equivalent (pure color bias, color bias plus incidental location bias, vs. incidental color bias), F(2, 18) = 22.4, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:22), in which a significant difference across all variants of color biasing was obtained. Focusing on the critical comparisons, pure color biasing was performed more efficiently than incidental color biasing, F(1, 9) = 6.3, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:05), and color-biased targets that also featured incidental location biases were identified faster than pure color-biased targets, F(1, 9) = 18.6, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:15). Taken together, these findings suggest that statistically manipulating the color of a target generates a stimulus-specific advantage -only the biased target letter shows this advantage. Moreover, the combination of a color-biased target that appears at a biased location is particularly beneficial.
Further support of this difference between location-biased target letters and color-biased target letters originated from an analysis comparing the search performance for target letters that featured different statistical biases (location vs. color) and considered whether incidental biases had an impact (pure bias vs. bias along with incidental bias). This contrast revealed that the added incidental biasing improved search performance than pure biasing alone, F(1, 9) = 21.9, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:10), and this main effect was tempered through a significant interaction, F(1, 9) = 6.9, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:04), indicating that location biases were not benefited by concomitant color biases, F(1, 9) = 3.1, p > 0.1 (g 2 p ¼ 0:02), whereas color biases were benefited by concomitant location biasing, F(1, 9) = 18.6, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:15) -as we described above. Direct questioning at the end of the experimental session revealed that no observer was aware of the statistical manipulations that we implemented.
In summary, statistical manipulations of location and color information effectively bias selective attention -both produce similar advantages in reaction time overall, as shown in Fig. 2A . As revealed in Fig. 2B , a more intriguing underlying pattern exists, as location and color biases exert their influence in different ways. Locations produce a general advantage -all target letters benefit when appearing at the biased location. By contrast, colors produce a letter-specific advantage -no other target letters benefit when appearing in the biased color.
Experiment 2: location and color biases are additive
In Experiment 1, we concluded that location biases facilitate the selection of all target letters, whereas color biases are specific to the target letter being biased. This outcome might suggest that location and color biases generate their influences through independent mechanisms because statistical manipulations of location and color information do not have identical consequences. If location and color biases operate via different mechanisms, then we can make two predictions. First, the benefit of color and location biases should be additive -a combined biasing condition should be equivalent to the sum of separate color and location biases (Sternberg, 2001) . Second, this additive benefit should be limited to the conditions required for both forms of biasing to occur. That is, we can expect that the joint benefit of location and color biasing will be evidenced only when the target letter is biased in color, since color biasing appears to be stimulus-specific.
Methods, procedures, and data analyses
Fourteen naïve observers participated in this experiment. The data from one observer were eliminated because he performed below 75% in more than one condition.
The goal of this experiment was to contrast the influence of location biases, color biases, and combined location and color biases. The experimental methods, procedures, and data analyses were the same as those described in Experiment 1, except that a third target letter appeared 75% of the time in the same color and at the same location. Importantly, this 'combined' target letter did not share features with the other biased targets -it appeared at a unique location and in a unique color.
Results
The goal of this experiment was to assess the independence of color and location biases, by testing several predications that such independences would imply. At the same time, Experiment 2 provided us with the opportunity of replicating all of the critical findings from Experiment 1. We describe the outcome of our analyses in the same order as Experiment 1. Fig. 3A depicts the main differences across the biasing conditions tested in this experiment (location, color, combined, vs. nobias conditions). Replicating the results from Experiment 1, a significant difference was obtained across conditions, F(3, 36) = 9.4, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:32). In all instances, the target letter was selected faster when it was biased than when it was not [combined vs. unbiased F(1, 12) = 66.3, p < 0.05 (g . Importantly, the combined target letter yielded an extra benefit in identifying the target, which superceded the color biasing, F(1, 12) = 10.9, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:25). There was a trend in the same direction for the comparison between the location and combined condition, F(1, 12) = 4.2, p < 0.063 (g 2 p ¼ 0:21) that was significant as a planned comparison, t(12) = À2.1, p < 0.05 (onetailed).
As illustrated in Fig. 3A (right panel) , the advantage for the combined condition was additive. This is shown by contrasting the reaction time benefit of the combined condition (combined condition -no-bias condition) with the combined benefit of location and color biases ((location -no-bias condition) + (color -no-bias condition)). This contrast revealed that the added benefit of the combined condition was statistically equivalent to the summed advantage of the location and color biases, F(1, 12) < 1, p > 0.1 (g 2 p ¼ 0:02). Fig. 3B illustrates the incidental effects obtained in this experiment. The layout of this graph is identical to Fig. 2B , except the mean correct reaction time data for the combined condition is illustrated as the green dotted line (±standard error of the mean is drawn as the width of the surrounding green stripe). As evidenced in this figure, the same findings were obtained as in Experiment 1: location biases facilitated the selection of all target letters to an equal degree F(2, 24) < 1.1, p > 0.1 (g 2 p ¼ 0:04), whereas color biases were stimulus-specific and benefited from concomitant location biases, F(2, 24) = 21.9, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:30). As in Experiment 1, this difference between location and color-biased target letters was supported by the interaction revealing that color biases were benefited by concomitant location biasing more so than location biases were affected by concomitant color biases, F(1, 12) = 16.3, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:03). A direct comparison of target letters that were uniquely biased in color or in location revealed that they were responded to equivalently, F(1, 12) < 1 (but see postscript).
If location biases generate a general advantage and color biases are stimulus-specific, then the added advantage of location and color biases should be evidenced under very specific stimulus conditions -trials in which the target letter was biased in color. To test this prediction, we compared the incidental effects of target letters that appeared at the biased location and in the biased color. Four conditions met this criterion: the combined color and location condition, represented as the green dotted line in Fig. 3B (surrounding stripe represents ±1 standard error of the mean), the color-biased target letter appearing at the biased location, the location-biased letter appearing in the biased color, and a non-biased target letter possessing both characteristics. Planned comparisons revealed that the added benefit of the combined condition was obtained when the target letter was biased in color. Performance for the colorbiased target letter appearing at the biased location did not differ from the combined condition, F(1, 12) = 2.0 p > 0.1 (g 2 p ¼ 0:03), whereas the location-biased letter that appeared in the biased color, F(1, 12) = 5.5, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:08), and the incidental biasing of both features, F(1, 12) = 7.0, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:07), yielded significantly slower responses.
Like Experiment 1, no participant was aware of the statistical manipulations at the end of the experiment.
Taken together, the findings of this experiment are similar to those of Experiment 1: biasing location and color produced similar benefits in reaction time overall. However, this similarity in overall reaction time advantages originates from different mechanisms -location biases facilitate responses to all target letters, whereas color biases are specific to the target letter being biased and are benefited greatly by concomitant location biases. Experiment 2 also included a combined condition, in which the biased target letter appeared at the same location and in the same color more often. The goal of this condition was to assess whether location and color biases act independently because if statistical manipulations of location and color information operate via separate mechanisms, then the combination of these biases should be additive. We made two specific predictions based on this notion of additivity. First, the combined condition should yield a benefit that is equivalent to the sum of location and color biases. Second, the only time this advantage should be obtained is when both biases are able to generate their respective influences: color biases are stimulus-specific; therefore, we should observe the benefit of additivity only when the color-biased target served as the target letter for the trial. Both predictions were borne in the data. The reaction time benefit of the combined condition was equivalent to the sum of separate location and color biases. Moreover, the analysis of incidental effects revealed that the target letter must be biased in color for this additive advantage to be obtained -no other combination yielded this benefit.
Experiment 3: generality of location biases with limited viewing
Up to now, we have shown that location biases generate a general advantage, whereas color biases are stimulus-specific. One simple explanation for the generality of location biases is that the observers kept their gaze at the biased location, rather than at the central fixation marker. This tactic would benefit selection because objects appearing at the fovea can be identified more quickly and accurately than objects presented in the periphery. Because the search array remained in view, we cannot discount this possibility. In this experiment, we adopted the same procedures as Experiment 1, except the search array was presented for 200 ms -a duration too short to permit voluntary eye movements (Munoz et al., 1998) . If the same pattern of data is obtained under limited viewing conditions, as in the free viewing conditions, then we can discount the notion that preferentially foveating the biased target location is responsible the general benefit of biasing locations. Of course, this manipulation does not address whether the observers planned to generate a saccade to the biased location. We consider this issue of saccadic planning and attention in greater detail at the conclusion of this experiment.
Methods
Sixteen naïve observers participated in this experiment. The data from four observers were removed from the analysis because they performed below 75% in one or more conditions or generated too many responses that fell outside of the reaction time cut-offs adopted in this study.
This experiment was identical to Experiment 1, except the search array was erased 200 ms after its appearance. The importance of maintaining gaze on the central fixation marker was described and reiterated several times as the instructions were given.
In the Section 3.2, we only describe the incidental effects analysis because our goal was to replicate the general advantage of location biases with this short-exposure condition. Albeit not described in detail, this short-exposure experiment fully replicated the outcomes described in Experiments 1 and 2. Fig. 4 reveals that the incidental effects obtained in this experiment were the same as those described in Experiments 1 and 2: location biases facilitated the selection of all target letters to the same degree F(2, 22) < 1.2, p > 0.1 (g 2 p ¼ 0:04), whereas color biases only benefited the biased target letter, and were benefited by concomitant location biases, F(2, 22) = 15.8, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:21). As in Experiments 1 and 2, this difference between location and colorbiased target letters was supported by the interaction revealing that location biases were not affected by concomitant color biases, whereas color biases were benefited by concomitant location biasing, F(1, 11) = 7.8, p < 0.05 (g 2 p ¼ 0:14). A direct comparison of target letters that were uniquely biased in color or in location revealed that they were responded to equivalently, F(1, 11) < 2, p > 0.1 (g 2 p ¼ 0:05) (but see postscript). Taken together, the results of this experiment demonstrate that preferentially foveating the biased location is not responsible for the results described in Experiments 1 and 2.
Results and discussion
Once again, direct questioning at the end of the experiment revealed that the observers included in the analyses were unaware of the statistical manipulations we implemented.
One counterargument regarding the validity of this brief exposure condition is that the observers started each trial by fixating the location of the biased target, rather than the central fixation marker (contrary to instructions). Albeit possible to imagine, there are a number of reasons why this scenario is unlikely. First, the stimuli were located relatively far apart, they were relatively small and were composed of similar line segments. Accordingly, if the observers began each trial by maintaining gaze at the biased location rather than the central fixation marker, then one would predict that the observers would make more errors when the target did not appear at the biased location (which was true on most trials). As evidenced in Fig. 4 , the percentage accurate across the different conditions did not differ substantially. Second, the position biased target letter only occurred in its preferred location on 32% of the trials and on 68% of trials on one of the other locations, and it would have been strategically disadvantageous to direct gaze to the biased location.
We note that the control experiment does not address the issue as to whether the observers planned a saccade to the biased location. Saccadic planning shares many characteristics with attentional orienting (e.g., Nobre, Gitelman, Dias, & Mesulam, 2000; Rizzolatti, Riggio, Dascola, & Umilta, 1987) . Many investigations demonstrated a good correspondence between shifts of attention and the planning of saccades, a correspondence that may also hold for other types of motor actions (Fecteau, Bell, & Munoz, 2004; Fecteau & Munoz, 2006) . This important issue does not detract from the primary purpose of this experiment, though. We wanted to discount the notion that preferentially foveating the biased location was fully responsible for the data that we obtained. The data originating from this limited exposure condition suggests that this is not true. 
Postscript on learning
One feature of this study that we have not yet explored is how the statistical biases develop across time -is there a difference in the rate at which location biases and color biases are learned? To address this question, we split the data based on the number of exposures the observers had experienced for pure color-biased letters, pure location-biased letters, and unbiased letters. Non-overlapping data sets were used, in which the first 10 exposures (exposures 1-10), the next 10 exposures (exposures 11-20), and so on were compared. The results of this analysis are illustrated in We do not wish to emphasize this apparent difference too much, as performance for the color-biased target was not significantly different than performance for the location-biased targets for this 6-10 exposure window, F(1, 34) = 2.7, p = 0.11. Therefore, it appears that location statistical biases might be learned faster, but this effect is subtle.
Postscript on pure location vs. color biases
Across experiments, there was a general tendency for location biases to yield a greater benefit than color biases. Although this trend was not significant for any single experiment (all ps > 0.05), this 41 ms difference was significant when pooling across experiments, t(34) = 1.88, p < 0.05 (one-tailed).
General discussion
The take home message of this study is simple -location biases exert a more general influence on selective attention than do color biases. The evidence for this conclusion is clear. (1) The purest measures of location and color biases reveal that locations serve as a more effective cue in influencing selective attention (postscript). (2) Location biases generate a general influence by facilitating all target letters appearing at the biased location, whereas color biases generate a stimulus-specific influence by facilitating the selection of the biased target letter only (Exps. 1-3). (3) Importantly, these outcomes were replicated when the possibility of preferentially foveating the object appearing at the biased location was lessened through presenting the search array for a brief period of time (Exp. 3).
This take home message does not imply that color biases are inconsequential. (1) Pure color biases produce a significant benefit compared to the no-bias condition (Exps. 1-3). (2) Moreover, obtaining this combined advantage for color and location requires the color-biased target letter -no other combination of incidental biasing produces the same outcome (Exp. 2). Furthering this last point, the evidence in this study suggests that location and color biases are mediated through different mechanisms. We obtained evidence that color and locations biases are additive (Exp. 2) and we were able to predict the conditions under which this additive advantage was observed -the color biased target letter must appear at a biased location (Exp. 2). In the following paragraphs, we consider the implications of these findings.
Relationship to previous investigations
Many articles have considered whether locations or objectbased features are more effective cues in biasing attention. Some researchers have argued that space plays a more important role (Tsal & Lavie, 1993) , others have argued that features are more critical (e.g., Driver & Baylis, 1989) , and yet others have proposed that space is a property of the visual scene like any other, therefore space and features are equivalent (Desimone & Duncan, 1995) .
The behavioral evidence in support of these different views has originated from very different tasks, including findings originating from dual-task methodology (Tsal & Lamy, 2000; Tsal & Lavie, 1993) , distractor interference (Driver & Baylis, 1989) , and cueing techniques (e.g., Liu et al., 2007) . These differences in methodology make it difficult to assess why well conceived and well executed studies have generated such disparaging results. Our goal with this study was to create an experiment in which location and color biases were more or less equated, so we could contrast their characteristics directly. To accomplish this end, we used a statistical manipulation, in which one target appeared at the same location more often and another target appeared in a different color more often. This design allowed us to compare the efficacy with which the observers were able to select and report different search targets: one search target featured a location bias, one featured a color bias, and two were unbiased and, therefore, served as an internal control (Experiment 2 is a noteworthy exception to this general rule).
We found that the location bias generalized to all target letters. By contrast, the color bias was specific to the biased target letter, indicating that the memory trace was specific to the association between a color and a letter. Associative priming has been explored in many other investigations, most often to explore the influence of semantic associations between paired words (e.g., Dennis & Schmidt, 2003; Logan & Schneider, 2006; Schacter, 1987) . In this study, we created a new association, through statistical manipulations and assessed how this association biases selective attention. A number of previous studies also used statistical manipulations to bias selective attention (Chun & Jiang, 1998 Geng & Behrmann, 2002 Hoffmann & Kunde, 1999; reviewed in Chun & Nakayama, 2000; Shore & Klein, 2000) . With regards to location biases, Geng and Behrmann (2005) used a probability manipulation to assess whether the selection of the target was facilitated when it appeared at a more probable location compared to when it did not. The consequences of different probability manipulations were contrasted across blocks. Like in our study, Behrmann (2002, 2005) observed that the reliable appearance of a visual target at a particular location facilitates selection, even though these probability manipulations operate outside of awareness. In follow-up experiments, they demonstrated that implicit probability manipulations operate in a man- ner akin to more traditional endogenous and exogenous cueing methods -allowing the authors to conclude that unconscious probability manipulations act as a 'cue' to attention (Geng & Behrmann, 2005) . In a similar vein, Hoffmann and Kunde (1999) conducted a visual search investigation, in which the observers searched for a letter within an array of letters that were organized to form a global figure (such as the wingspan of a bird). Like our study, they found that the reliable appearance of a search target at one location benefited selection. Also akin to our investigation, they found that the benefit of the probability manipulation generalized to novel objects (line segments) if they were imbedded in the same configuration. Finally, similar to our investigation (Experiment 2), they found that more than one location could be facilitated in a single observer. Taken together, our findings from location biases have been well supported by previous related investigations.
With regards to biasing color information, many investigations have demonstrated that observers direct attention to objects that share the same color as a pre-defined target (e.g., Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989 ; see also Bichot, Rossi, & Desimone, 2005; Bichot & Schall, 1999) , others studies have shown that attention can be involuntarily captured by an irrelevant event that shares the same color as the target item (see Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992) , and yet other investigations have shown the identifying characteristics of a recent search item implicitly biases the selection of the target on future trials (e.g., Fecteau, 2007; Hillstrom, 2000; Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994 reviewed in Chun & Nakayama, 2000; Fecteau & Munoz, 2003; Shore & Klein, 2000) . Importantly, though, this is the first investigation, of which we are aware, that has used a probability manipulation to assess the efficacy of color information in biasing selection and it is the first investigation to assess if and how color biases for one object generalize to other objects. We found that color biases facilitate the associated search target, but do not generalize to other search targets 3 -an intriguing finding, in lieu of the very different pattern of results associated with location biases.
Why are location manipulations more effective in biasing selective attention?
From the outset of this investigation, we noted that locations and colors are processed in distinct networks in the brain and that there is a debate about the relative prominence of the dorsal visual pathway or the ventral visual pathway in selective attention. We translated this debate into the question -are locations or colors more effective cues in biasing selective attention, as these sources of information preferentially map onto the dorsal and ventral networks, respectively. Our data indicate that locations exert a general benefit (see also Hoffmann & Kunde, 1999) , whereas colors exert a stimulus-specific advantage. This distinct pattern, along with the observation that location and color biases yield an additive advantage when combined, suggests that different neural mechanisms might be responsible for each variant. In the next few paragraphs, we propose how such biases might occur.
We begin with the premise that the reliable appearance of one letter at a particular location or in a particular color creates a memory trace for the association. We have suggested, for good reason, that these statistical biases will be evidenced with changes in neural activity in the dorsal and ventral pathways. Biases in spatial location consistently recruit a network of brain areas involving oculomotor structures, including the posterior-parietal cortex, regions of the frontal cortex, such as the frontal eye fields, and associated subcortical structures (such as the pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus, and the superior colliculus; e.g., Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Fecteau & Munoz, 2003 Mesulam, 1981 Mesulam, , 1999 Nobre et al., 2000) . These brain structures are members of the dorsal visual pathway, which represent locations independently from other features, such as color. By contrast, biases in color recruit select regions of the ventral visual pathway, most notably area V4 and IT (e.g., Maunsell & Treue, 2006) , however, information regarding the color of an object is represented as early as the retina and color-specific processing is possessed by neurons all along the ventral visual pathway (Hubel & Wiesel, 1977) . Moreover, many neurons of the ventral pathway are selective for both shapes and colors which implies that color information is not represented independently.
Location and color biases, in turn, facilitate, prioritize, or provide a stronger dimensional weight to particular target items in the scene (see also Chun & Nakayama, 2000; Egeth & Yantis, 1997; Treisman & Sato, 1990; Wolfe, 1994; Wolfe, Butcher, Lee, & Hyle, 2003; Wolfe et al., 1989) . The generalized benefit of location biasing suggests that location biases, originating from parietal and frontal regions, may affect the processing of the target letter relatively early in its representation, perhaps at early stages of the visual hierarchy that process low-level featural information. This would have the consequence of benefiting all target letters equivalently if they appear at the biased location. By contrast, the object-specific benefit of color biases may originate from areas V4, V8, or even later stages of the visual hierarchy -stages at which the particular features of the target letter and the biased color have been conjoined.
There is additional evidence in support of the view that locations facilitate processing at an early level of the visual system while other features do so at higher levels. In a recent study, Liu et al. (2007) demonstrated that cueing locations and features (motion) both benefit the processing of a target. The critical difference between cueing conditions was the time at which the cue affected performance: location cues facilitated the processing of the target sooner than motion cues. They concluded that location and motion biases are similar, but that location information might aid the processing of the target faster because it requires fewer translational steps to be represented in retinotopic coordinates (Liu et al., 2007; p. 112) . The consequence of location biases being represented in early visual areas would permit these biases to affect performance faster. By contrast, biases caused by motion and perhaps other features (like colors) either generate their influence relatively later in the visual hierarchy or require more time to develop within their specific low-level featural representations. In either case, these biases influence performance more slowly.
Functional imaging investigations have provided further support for our locations-early, colors-later distinction, though no study has considered the implications of its findings in this manner. Several investigations have explored the neural correlates of attending to particular locations in space. These investigations have shown that spatial attention recruits members of the dorsal visual pathway including regions of the parietal lobe, frontal lobe, and associated subcortical structures (e.g., Corbetta, Miezin, Dobmeyer, Shulman, & Petersen, 1991; Mesulam, 1981 Mesulam, , 1999 Nobre et al., 2000) . Early visual areas are co-recruited as well, including the primary visual cortex (e.g., Egner et al., 2008; Hopfinger, Buonocore, & Mangun, 2000; Tootell et al., 1998) . By contrast, attending to particular features, such as color, influences neuronal activity in the dorsal stream areas of the parietal and frontal cortex (contralateral to the side where these items are detected) and it results in the recruitment more anterior perceptual areas, most notably 3 We conducted further analyses to assess whether the color bias is specific to the target letter (object-based) or if it is linked to the response (response-based) by contrasting performance incidental color biases when the target letter required the same response as the biased target letter or a different response. This analysis revealed that the response had no influence (all comparisons, Fs < 1; ps > 0.1 data not shown).This suggests that the color bias is, indeed, object-based. area V4 and the fusiform cortex (e.g., Corbetta et al., 1991; Egner et al., 2008; Giesbrecht, Woldorff, Song, & Mangun, 2003; Liu, Slotnick, Serences, & Yantis, 2003; Serences & Yantis, 2007) . Importantly, direct comparisons of color and location biases in functional imaging have shown that attending to locations recruits early visual areas, whereas attending to colors does not (Egner et al., 2008). 4 One possible shortcoming of this analysis is that the aforementioned fMRI investigations have used explicit manipulations of attention. Importantly, though, recent evidence suggests that implicit biases of attention recruit the same areas, but yield the opposite consequence in the BOLD response. Kristjansson, Vuilleumier, Schwartz, Macaluso, and Driver (2007) explored the neural correlates of priming of pop-out using fMRI. Priming of pop-out refers to the finding that repeating the color or location of the previous target across trials facilitates performance (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994 and this bias from the previous trial is thought to be implicit in nature (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 2000 ; but see Huang, Holcombe, & Pashler, 2004) . Kristjansson et al. (2007) reported that the same brain areas were recruited in priming of pop-out as in explicit tasks; except the BOLD response was weaker (suppressed), rather than stronger.
Taken together, the functional imaging evidence reinforces the view that attending to locations modifies activity in comparatively earlier visual areas, than attending to colors. This is in line with the locations-early, colors-late distinction that our behavioral suggest to be occurring.
Limitations and future directions
It is important to mention that one of the strengths of this study -the unconscious biasing of locations and colors -is also its weakness. It is unclear how the statistical manipulations that we used will relate to other studies that have manipulated the conscious control of selective attention, as we cannot address this question with our current data set.
We do not think that this important issue undermines our conclusions. Simply keep in mind that the interpretation of these data must be constrained to the conditions under which these data were collected -the influence of unconscious location and color biases on selective attention. Under these conditions the conclusions to be drawn are clear -locations exert a generalized advantage and colors exert a stimulus-specific advantage. Understanding the neural mechanisms responsible for this difference will be an important avenue for future research.
